Ancient DNA and authenticity
============================

The presence of DNA in ancient remains was initially shown by staining of DNA in histological samples of Egyptian mummies ([@b30]) and by extraction and cloning in bacterial plasmids of DNA from the extinct quagga and mummies ([@b13]; [@b31]). However, it was only the advent of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) ([@b25]) that made it possible to reproduce results. Through PCR it became possible to ensure that the sequence determined did not contain errors ([@b35]) and that the DNA sequences determined were indeed derived from the organism under study. Early results included the determination of DNA sequences from extinct mammals such as marsupial wolves ([@b40]), moas ([@b6]), and mammoths ([@b12]; [@b17]; [@b18]) allowing resolution of the phylogenetic relationships between these extinct organisms and extant species.

Along with these successes came the realization that the ability of the PCR to amplify few or even single template molecules meant that when ancient specimens contain little or no endogenous DNA, the DNA amplified could be partially or wholly derived from exogenous DNA contaminating a specimen and be mistaken for endogenous DNA ([@b33]). For example, reports of dinosaur DNA sequences ([@b42]) proved to be derived from human DNA contaminating the fossil or performed experiments ([@b44]). These and other similar experiences served as cautionary tales for the growing field. As a remedy, 'criteria of authenticity\' for the study of ancient DNA were suggested ([@b33]) and the community converged on a set of laboratory practices to prevent contamination that have developed over time ([@b7]; [@b16]; [@b34]). They include, for example, strict spatial separation of ancient DNA extraction from other experiments and UV irradiation and bleach treatment of extraction areas to minimize the extent of contamination. Often, the ancient DNA extraction facilities fulfill clean room requirements in that they operate under positive pressure using filtered air, require personnel to wear sterile clothing and face shields, and to work in laminar flow hoods. The criteria for authenticity include independent replication of results within a laboratory and in many cases, such as when particularly noteworthy or surprising results are obtained, in an independent second laboratory. Such practices have generally served the field well.

In the case of hominins, that is modern humans and their close relatives such as Cro-Magnons, Neandertals, and *Homo floresiensis* ([@b5]), the issue of authenticity is particularly acute because they can be expected to be identical to current humans for much or almost all of their genome. For example, although morphologically distinct, Neandertals were so closely related to people living today that most Neandertal DNA fragments retrieved from a fossil are expected to carry no sequence differences to the corresponding human sequences ([@b32]). As human DNA is a very common contaminant in fossils and laboratory experiments, this makes it particularly challenging to ascertain the authenticity of Neandertal DNA sequences. Indeed, for Cro-Magnons and other modern humans, the problems are so severe that over the past 15 years we have been pessimistic over the prospects of ever reliably determining such DNA sequences ([@b34]). For Neandertals, the situation is more tractable because their mitochondrial (mt) genome proved to be different from that of any modern human studied to date ([@b20]), making it possible to determine Neandertal mtDNA sequences confidently.

Recently, high-throughput sequencing techniques have become available that allow large numbers of DNA sequences to be determined ([@b23]; [@b1]). They rely on the construction of sequencing libraries by the ligation of DNA adapters to the ends of DNA molecules in a sample. These adapters then serve as priming sites both for amplification and for sequencing, which occur either on beads or on a solid surface in which each bead or cluster on a surface represents an amplified copy of a single original template molecule.

Currently, the most common application of these techniques in ancient DNA research is direct shot-gun sequencing of random DNA fragments extracted from a fossil ([@b10]; [@b36]; [@b39]; [@b24]). The advent of the high-throughput approach to ancient DNA analyses makes it important to revisit the criteria of authenticity. For example, reproduction of results in the same or different laboratories as a prerequisite for publication is not practicable for large-scale DNA sequencing of random molecules because of constraints on time, costs, and sample materials. Nonetheless, there are means to control and assess the extent of contamination. Here, we discuss the measures taken to control contamination in the initial sequencing efforts aimed at showing the feasibility of sequencing the Neandertal genome. We describe technical improvements incorporated into the ongoing genome sequencing effort, and use published and unpublished Neandertal DNA sequence data to describe means of assessing contamination that we are convinced will allow the reliable determination of a useful Neandertal genome sequence.

MtDNA as an inroad to the Neandertal genome
===========================================

The mitochondrial genome is only 1/200 000 the size of the nuclear genome, occurs in many copies per cell, is maternally inherited without recombination, and has been extensively used in PCR-based studies of ancient DNA, including Neandertals. These studies have shown that Neandertal mtDNAs fall outside the variation found among extant humans ([@b20], [@b19]; [@b28]; [@b38]; [@b27]). Thus, there are substitutions seen in all or most Neandertal mtDNAs but not in current humans, and others seen in all or most current human mtDNAs but not in Neandertals. By PCR amplification of mtDNA regions containing such diagnostic positions and subsequent cloning and sequencing of multiple independent clones from the PCR products, such substitutions can be used to estimate the relative amounts of Neandertal versus human mtDNA in a Neandertal fossil extract ([Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The level of contamination observed at diagnostic positions is thus assumed to represent the contamination level across the mitochondrial genome, allowing authenticity to be determined even for DNA fragments from regions in which no fixed differences between Neandertals and current humans occur. Thus, for the initial work addressing the feasibility of large-scale Neandertal sequencing, extracts of Neandertal bones were prepared under clean room conditions and analysed for contamination by amplification of mtDNA regions containing diagnostic positions. The extent of mtDNA contamination was estimated to be below 1% for two extracts from a ∼38 000-year-old Neandertal bone from Vindija Cave, Croatia ([@b38]). These were then sent to other laboratories to be directly sequenced by high-throughput technologies ([@b10]) or cloned in plasmid vectors and subjected to sequencing ([@b26]).

However, analysis of contamination in DNA extracts cannot show contamination in subsequent laboratory steps, for example, in library construction and sequencing. A particular concern is that libraries from Neandertal DNA extracts contain at most a few percent of Neandertal DNA whereas the rest stems from microbes that have colonized bones after the death of the Neandertal. Therefore, contamination of a Neandertal library with even tiny quantities of a library that contains 100% human DNA will greatly affect the results. For the ongoing genome sequencing effort, novel sequencing adapters were therefore designed and used for library construction ([@b3]) that contain a unique four-nucleotide tag (TGAC) at their 3′-ends. Thus, each sequence determined from a Neandertal library should start with these four bases. Indeed, subsequent work in our laboratory has shown that carry-over of low amounts of library molecules from one sequencing run to the next can occur, making the use of such tags particularly important. A further advantage of constructing sequencing libraries using project-specific tags is that this provides a 'snapshot\' of the molecules that are present in the extract at the time of library construction. Thus, estimates of contamination and other parameters can be determined once and applied to the library as it is being used for further sequencing or other experiments.

Unfortunately, because of logistical constraints associated with the locations of the emerging technologies, it was necessary during the initial exploratory work to take scrupulously prepared DNA extracts from our clean room and use them to construct libraries in laboratories elsewhere. Subsequently, once a Neandertal genome sequencing effort based on direct sequencing of DNA extracts was initiated, the construction of tagged libraries for high-throughput sequencing was established in the clean room environment in our laboratory ([@b3]). Indeed, work by [@b41]) confirmed the need to perform library construction under clean room conditions using tagged library adapters. They showed that the DNA sequences from the two extracts that were prepared in our clean room and shown to carry similar and low mtDNA levels of contamination before being sent to other laboratories, showed evidence of contamination by current human DNA in at least one ([@b10]) of the two data sets.

Once a tagged sequencing library is constructed, the next step is to estimate the level of contamination in the library. One way is to perform sequencing and identify DNA fragments indicative of contamination. The first, most obvious means of directly assessing contamination is by examining mtDNA sequences. However, until recently only about 600 bp of the Neandertal mtDNA were known, yielding only a small number of sites that could distinguish Neandertal mtDNA from current human mtDNA. Consequently, few DNA fragments among random sequence reads were informative with respect to contamination estimates. The later determination of the 16 565 nt that make up the complete mtDNA from this Neandertal individual ([@b11]) dramatically increased the number of informative positions to 133. Using these positions, it is possible to identify enough informative fragments in data sets of reasonable size to estimate levels of mtDNA contamination. [Table I](#t1){ref-type="table"} shows estimates of contamination using these 133 sites from several Neandertal libraries as well as estimates directly from the extracts from which they were prepared. The corresponding extract and library estimates are generally in agreement. However, there is one notable exception: in the library constructed without the tagged adapters outside our clean room facility in 2006 ([@b10]), 8 of 75 fragments carrying one or more of the 133 informative positions indicate current human contamination, giving an estimate of 11% contamination (CI 4.7--20%). This confirms that contamination was introduced into this dataset as suggested ([@b41]), presumably during library construction outside the clean room.

Nuclear DNA contamination estimates
===================================

A limitation inherent to extrapolation of mtDNA contamination estimates to the nuclear genome is that the ratio of mtDNA to nuclear DNA may differ among different tissues as well as between different bones ([@b37]). Thus, although analysis of mtDNA sequences yields reliable estimates of the extent of contamination of the mtDNA, the level of nuclear DNA contamination can be under- or over-estimated if the contaminating DNA source contains less or more mtDNA, respectively, than the endogenous DNA. For example, as we have pointed out ([@b10]), if a contaminating source of DNA in the proof-of-principle data set contained low amounts of mtDNA relative to the endogenous bone DNA, the level of contamination can be higher than indicated by the mtDNA assay alone. In fact, though 375 nuclear DNA fragments were seen for each mtDNA fragment seen in the proof-of-principle data set, a subsequently produced bar-coded library from the same extract generated in our clean room has yielded 222 nuclear DNA fragments for each mtDNA fragment ([Table I](#t1){ref-type="table"}). If one takes the entire excess of nuclear fragments to represent contamination, that is, assumes that the contamination was exclusively of mtDNA-free nuclear DNA, this yields an estimate of contamination of 41% in that proof-of-principle data. Although this estimate relies on several tenuous assumptions it serves to show the limitation of extrapolating mtDNA contamination estimates to the nuclear genome.

To achieve reliable nuclear DNA sequences from Neandertals, it is therefore necessary to develop direct nuclear estimates of contamination similar to those for mtDNA. This will become possible once large amounts of DNA sequences from the Neandertal nuclear genome become available because fixed differences between Neandertals and current humans will then be identifiable. On the road to this goal, however, other interim approaches are needed.

Y chromosomal contamination estimates
=====================================

One such interim approach is available for bones derived from female Neandertals. As females contain no Y chromosome, any Y chromosome sequence from such a bone must be from contaminating DNA derived from a male individual. By comparing the number of such sequences to the total number of sequences that map elsewhere in the genome, it is possible to estimate the levels of male contamination in female bones. However, because the Y chromosome has many regions that are identical or highly similar to those on the X chromosome, it is imperative to avoid misidentifying sequences from the X chromosome as being derived from the Y chromosome. To this end, we have identified regions of Y-unique sequence, totaling 98 kilobases, each of which has ⩾10% sequence difference to all sequences in the human genome outside of the Y chromosome.

Fortunately, the three Neandertal bones used for the bulk of the sequencing of the Neandertal genome derive from females and so this approach can be applied to the shotgun data currently being generated. For one of these bones (Vi33.16), 21 671 548 fragments have currently been identified as being derived from a hominin genome. Of these, two align to these Y-unique regions whereas 380 would be expected if the DNA derived from a male individual. This yields an estimate of 0.5% (CI 0.1--1.9%) for male human contamination. Thus, these bones seem to have levels of nuclear contamination as low as those suggested by the mtDNA assays.

X chromosomal contamination estimates
=====================================

Assays that allow the detection of female contamination are obviously also desirable. In the case of male Neandertal bones, one such strategy has been suggested. As males are haploid for the X chromosome, heterozygosity should not be observed in overlapping X chromosomal DNA fragments from male DNA samples. In cases in which different alleles are observed, at least one allele must derive from a contaminant. Although this strategy is conceptually attractive, there are several limitations in practice. First, sequencing errors caused by nucleotide misincorporations, common in ancient DNA, or machine error, will appear as a heterozygous position and can be mistaken for contamination. Second, many contaminant molecules will not harbour a sequence difference between Neandertals and humans and thus evade detection. Third, in cases of mismapping of sequences, paralogous regions that have genuine sequence differences may be mistaken for contamination. This approach is therefore unlikely to yield realistic estimates of contamination.

Autosomal contamination estimates
=================================

The most direct approach to detect modern human contamination would be to identify autosomal sequence positions in which all Neandertals differ from all or almost all current humans. However, because for so much of their nuclear genome Neandertals share the variation still present in modern humans ([@b32]), such positions will be rare. Extensive sequence information from several Neandertals will therefore be required before a set of such positions is found.

One interim solution is to use a two-stage approach for any particular Neandertal fossil under study. In the first stage, a targeted capture method such as PEC ([@b2]) can be used to isolate one or more genomic region of putative Neandertal DNA from sequencing libraries. In these regions, some positions will show a human--chimpanzee difference in which outgroup comparison shows that a substitution occurred on the human lineage after the human--chimpanzee split 5--7 million years ago. At a proportion of these positions the Neandertal will carry the ancestral, ape-like state. These positions can be then genotyped in population samples of humans from around the world to identify the subset of these positions in which all or almost all humans are derived. This final subset represents positions in which this particular Neandertal differs from all or almost all extant humans. Then, in a second stage, these human--Neandertal diagnostic positions can be used to generate estimates of nuclear DNA contamination in sequencing of other, independent libraries from the same Neandertal individual.

A limitation of this approach is that it requires libraries of relatively high genome coverage so that a reasonable number of informative positions can be identified in the first set of experiments, at sufficiently high coverage to be confident that the Neandertal is homozygous, and then independently retrieved in the second set of experiments. It also requires that a large amount of sequencing be performed before estimates can be generated. However, in conjunction with mtDNA and Y chromosomal estimates this approach is currently in our opinion the best way to arrive at realistic estimates of contamination in Neandertal genome sequence data. Eventually, once a first Neandertal genome sequence is available and information from further Neandertals accumulates, a set of positions in which fixed differences between Neandertals and current humans exist will be identified. These will then serve as future direct estimators of contamination, as is now possible for the Neandertal mitochondrial genome.

Indirect estimates of contamination
===================================

In contrast to the approaches above that rely on direct observation of DNA sequences that are indicative of contamination in Neandertal libraries, other approaches have been suggested that use global characteristics of large-scale datasets and compare them to what can be expected for ancient DNA. For example, fragmentation is a universal feature of ancient DNA ([@b29]). Therefore, *bona fide* ancient DNA sequences will generally be short. Likewise, nucleotide misincorporations resulting from deamination of cytosine residues result in many C to T and G to A substitutions in ancient DNA ([@b15]; [@b3]; [@b4]). These approaches have the benefit of allowing contamination levels to be estimated from relatively small sets of random sequences. However, many pitfalls that are briefly discussed below make them unreliable as estimators of contamination.

Estimates based on fragment size
================================

Variability in the distribution of fragment lengths in different fossils and even within extracts from a single fossil make the extent of DNA fragmentation a less attractive option for estimating contamination. For example, the fraction of endogenous mtDNA fragments that are above 80 bp in length is ∼11% in a Neandertal from El Sidron in Spain, ∼27% in a Neandertal from Vindija in Croatia, and ∼37% in a Neandertal from Feldhofer in Germany ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@b2]). Furthermore, this method is only reliable if the contaminating DNA is not fragmented to an extent similar to that of the endogenous ancient DNA. This is not always the case. For example, in DNA extracts of the El Sidron Neandertal, mtDNA fragments retrieved that are known to be contamination because they carry nucleotide substitutions typical of current humans are as short as the endogenous Neandertal mtDNA; in the Vindija Neandertal some contaminating fragments are longer whereas others are short; and even in the Feldhofer Neandertal, in which the contaminating mtDNA fragments are clearly on average longer than the endogenous ones, the two types of molecules overlap in size ([Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@b2]). Thus, fragment length *per se* is not a reliable estimator of contamination.

Fragment size and divergence to humans
======================================

One promising approach is to analyse fragment length in conjunction with other features of the DNA fragments. [@b41]) showed that in one of the data sets published in 2006 ([@b10]) longer sequences were less diverged from the human reference genome sequence and more often carried the derived allele at positions in which current humans are polymorphic than did shorter sequences. As these are features expected for contaminating human DNA, they suggested that longer sequences were enriched for current human DNA in these data.

However, random DNA fragments sequenced from the extract of a Neandertal bone must first be identified as being of hominin rather than bacterial origin before they can be analysed. This step relies on recognizing sequence similarity between Neandertal sequences and either the human or chimpanzee genomes. This is difficult for short fragment, especially if they carry nucleotide misincorporations and sequencing errors, and as a consequence the estimates of the human--Neandertal divergence can be biased upwards for short fragments. To illustrate this, we analysed a data set of 3700 million base pairs determined from a Neandertal fossil on the Roche FLX platform in sequence bins of increasing length ([Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). For each length bin, we analysed the divergence using fragments identified using the same score cut-off for uniqueness in the human and chimpanzee genomes as was used in earlier analyses ([@b10]; [@b26]; [@b41]) as well as a more stringent cut-off. Strikingly, the divergence estimates for the fragments greater than 80 nucleotides in length is only minimally affected by increasing the stringency whereas the discrepancy becomes progressively larger for the shorter fragments. Thus, fragments of length 30--40 nucleotides identified with the lower, less strict cut-off score diverge on average 14.0% back in the past along the lineage to the human--chimpanzee common ancestor whereas the fragments with the higher, stricter cut-off diverge 12.5% back. This indicates that for shorter fragments the higher proportion of sequences that are mapped incorrectly inflate the apparent divergence between the human and Neandertal genomes.

Fragment size and derived alleles
=================================

At positions in the genome in which current humans exhibit a single nucleotide polymorphism, the Neandertal will either carry the ancestral allele seen in apes, or the derived allele caused by a mutation in the past. If longer fragments carry derived alleles more frequently than short fragments, this may suggest that the longer fragments are relatively more contaminated with modern human DNA fragments. However, this may also be because of the fact that shorter sequences are more frequently mapped incorrectly to genome sequences. To explore this, we first aligned Neandertal sequences to the human genome and determined the observed fraction of derived alleles that they carry. We then cut them in half *in silico* and again aligned them to the human genome and determined the fraction of derived alleles. Although Neandertal sequences of length 60--78 nt carry the human derived alleles in 17.1% of cases, when the same sequences are artificially reduced to a length of 30--39 nt, they carry the derived alleles in 15.1% of cases ([Figure 4B](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), similar to what is seen in sequences that are already this short ([Figure 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). That this is indeed an artefact caused by how sequences of different lengths are aligned to the human genome is supported by the observation that the segments of the human reference genome to which the sequences are aligned reduce their fraction of derived alleles from 25.7 to 22.7% when the Neandertal sequences are shorter ([Figure 4B](#f4){ref-type="fig"}).

The cause of this phenomenon is that if a Neandertal DNA sequence and reference human genome carry non-matching alleles there is a reduced ability to recognize the Neandertal sequence as being of hominin origin. This effect is stronger for shorter sequences. As derived alleles are of lower frequency than ancestral alleles both in humans and Neandertals, and even lower in Neandertals than in humans, sequences with mismatches represent cases in which the Neandertal is derived relatively more often than sequences in which no mismatches are seen. For example, if Neandertals carry derived alleles at 17% of polymorphic sites and humans at 35% of such sites, then the Neandertal will carry derived alleles at ∼28% polymorphic positions in which there are mismatches between the human and Neandertal genomes at only 10% of positions in which the two genomes match each other. Thus, short DNA fragments will appear to carry derived alleles in Neandertals more rarely than long fragments because short fragments are more often lost in the analysis. This will result in an overestimate of contamination rates as calculated by [@b41]).

Nucleotide misincorporations
============================

C to T and G to A nucleotide misincorporations are a feature often seen in ancient DNA ([@b15]) and such misincorporations are more frequent at the 5′- and 3′-ends of molecules, respectively ([@b3]; [@b4]). This could in principle provide a means of establishing that DNA is ancient. Unfortunately, this approach is limited in three ways. First, most *bona fide* ancient DNA sequences contain no nucleotide misincorporations. Second, contaminating sequences do occasionally contain nucleotide misincorporations ([@b22]; [@b11]). Third, although the extent of deamination-induced nucleotide misincorporations seems to be correlated positively with the extent of fragmentation of the DNA, both of these features vary substantially between Neandertal specimens ([@b2]). Indeed, in many cases, contaminating DNA may be both degraded (such as in skin fragments in dust particles) and deaminated (for example, when it has been deposited in or on a fossil or in chemical reagents for a long time). Therefore, similar to fragment size, nucleotide misincorporations are at best a quantitative rather then a qualitative difference between endogenous and contaminating DNA that can not easily be used to estimate contamination, at least on a fragment-by-fragment basis (but see Conclusions and prospects, below).

Conclusions and prospects
=========================

When ancient DNA is studied by high-throughput sequencing rather than PCR, the laboratory procedures that have been developed for ancient DNA extraction and contamination prevention over the past 20 years are still of utmost importance. These procedures need to be adhered to up to the point of the construction of libraries using adapters carrying unique tags. Only after such tagged adapters have been added is it safe for libraries to leave clean room facilities for other manipulations and sequencing. Significantly, all potential sources of contamination, starting with the bone itself, through DNA extraction and adaptor ligation can then be considered together in a single 'snapshot\' of the contamination of a library. Thus, all later assays of contamination of the same library can be assigned to the same contamination estimate and thereby add to its precision.

Methods that allow specific sequences of interest to be retrieved from such tagged libraries ([@b14]; [@b2]; [@b9]) make it possible to quickly analyse many sequences of interest from such libraries. Criteria of authenticity that are currently successfully applied to PCR-based studies of ancient DNA, such as reproduction of results from an independent extraction from the same bone, will then be useful just as they have been hitherto in PCR-based studies. In contrast, these criteria are not easily applicable to high-throughput shot-gun sequencing of entire ancient genomes. This is a particular problem for the Neandertal genome but applies also to other ancient genomes, such as mammoths ([@b24]), because all mammals including humans share conserved DNA sequence elements that may confuse results.

For sequencing ancient genomes we suggest a two-phase approach, much as was done for the Neandertal mitochondrial genome, in which initial work identified differences to current human mtDNAs and such differences were later applied to directly estimate contamination. For the first phase of genome sequencing, several direct contamination estimates, where each in itself is less than comprehensive, will be applied in concert. For the Neandertal genome, this includes the determination of mtDNA contamination, the detection of male contamination in bones of females, and capture methods that allow positions diagnostic of contamination in one particular individual to be identified and subsequently used in other libraries from the same individual. Eventually, once a Neandertal genome sequence is determined to high coverage, capture approaches can be applied to other Neandertals to identify enough positions that are fixed among Neandertals and differ from current humans. At that point such positions can be used to estimate contamination in Neandertal libraries even before they are subjected to other analyses. However, even then, some possible technical concerns need to be addressed. For example, because the sequences retrieved from ancient bones tend to be rich in the nucleotides G and C ([@b11]), it needs to be determined to what extent such preservation biases are equally representative of endogenous and contaminating DNA, and thus whether a 'correction factor\' might be required when extrapolating contamination estimates derived from high-coverage diagnostic positions to the entire genome.

In contrast to the direct estimates that we describe and advocate above, indirect measures based on the extent of fragmentation or modification of the DNA are at best supportive in nature. Particularly, comparisons of features between longer and shorter DNA fragments suffer from the fact that shorter fragments are more difficult to identify and correctly align to genome sequences of extant species.

One interesting question is whether it will be possible to estimate contamination in analyses of early hominins other than Neandertals, such as other archaic human forms or early modern humans. Conceivably, this may be possible by 'boot-strapping\' oneself from the mtDNA to the nuclear DNA much as is done for the Neandertal genome. If extracts from a specimen can be identified for which deep high-throughput sequencing of mtDNA shows that a single mtDNA genome is present with minimal or absent indication of any additional mtDNA, this shows that the DNA preparation derives from a single individual. This individual is either the ancient individual from which the samples stems or a single recent human contaminating the specimen or extract. In this situation, fragmentation and nucleotide misincorporations may have a helpful role. Although individual ancient DNA fragments cannot be reliably distinguished from modern contaminants based on these features, the knowledge that all sequences in a dataset derive from a single individual will allow the overall fragmentation and misincorporation patterns to be analysed. If it can be shown that these patterns fall in a range typical of ancient, minimally contaminated specimens, and outside the range seen in contaminating DNA from specimens found and curated under conditions similar to the specimen being studied, then the DNA sequences are likely to be ancient. The mitochondrial and nuclear DNA sequences thus determined can then serve as an inroad to targeted studies of other, less well preserved specimens of the same hominin group. We are thus hopeful that it may become possible to sequence not only the Neandertal genome to high coverage, but also to study genomes of other ancient human forms provided that uncontaminated specimens that allow very deep sequencing can be found.

Materials and methods
=====================

MtDNA contamination assay
-------------------------

Before library production, DNA extracts were analysed for contamination using primers that amplify Neandertal as well as modern human mitochondrial control region sequences. The products were cloned and over 100 individual clones sequenced for each experiment. Such results are shown in [Table I](#t1){ref-type="table"}. To assay mtDNA contamination in the shotgun sequencing reads we score all positions in which the recently determined Neandertal mtDNA sequence differs from more than 99% of 311 humans ([@b11]). Positions in which the fragment sequenced carries T or A residues and the human or Neandertal mtDNAs C or G residues, respectively, are excluded from the analyses because these may be caused by deaminated C residues in the extracted DNA ([@b15]). In addition, any positions in which the human and Neandertal mtDNAs differ by an insertion in which two or more of the same base exist in one of the species are excluded because homopolymer length is difficult to score by 454 sequencing.

Orthology and alignments
------------------------

To identify orthologous sequences in the three genomes, each DNA sequence that had a best match to a single region of the human genome by megablast ([@b43]) (bit-score difference of 1 or 5) was similarly compared in the chimpanzee genome. If it had a unique best match also in the chimpanzee by the same criteria, then these two alignment positions were used if they are reciprocally orthologous in the human--chimpanzee whole genome alignments (UCSC hg18vsPanTro2 and panTro2vsHg18). This removed about 25% of the sequences initially identified as Neandertal.

To align the DNA sequences from the three genomes, we refrained from progressive alignment approaches (for example, *clustalw*) because divergence estimates were found to be very sensitive to alignment order. Instead, we implemented a three-dimensional dynamic programming alignment ([@b21]; [@b8]) that simultaneously maximizes the similarity between Neandertal, human, and chimpanzee sequences. Finally, 5.2% of the remaining sequences that represent possible chimaeras or contain large numbers of insertions and deletions were removed.

Neandertal DNA divergence
-------------------------

To estimate the average divergence between Neandertal and human DNA sequences, we use alignment positions in which the human and chimpanzee genomes differ. Assuming equal evolutionary rates on the human and chimpanzee lineages, we then determine the fraction of substitutions on the human lineage in which the Neandertal shares the human state versus the chimpanzee state ([@b10]), restricting the analysis to positions in which the human base differs from the chimpanzee base by a transversion because of the increased rate of C to T and G to A transitions seen in ancient DNA.
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![Estimates of human mtDNA contamination in Neandertal extracts. DNA extracts of Neandertal bones contain a large excess of microbial DNA (brown), at most a few percent of Neandertal DNA (blue) and generally variable amounts of contaminating DNA from current humans (red). Traditionally, contamination has been assayed through PCR directly from DNA extract from fossil bone (left lower panel). Accumulation of large numbers of reads from high-throughput sequencing allows a direct estimate of mtDNA contamination in the sequencing library (right lower panel). Once human/Neandertal diagnostic nuclear genome positions are learned, this strategy can be extended to nuclear DNA sequences.](emboj2009222f1){#f1}

![Lengths of Neandertal and human mtDNA fragments. Distributions of mtDNA fragments carrying Neandertal diagnostic positions are shown in blue for three Neandertal fossils. Each red dot represents a single contaminating human mtDNA fragment of the indicated length (data from [@b2]).](emboj2009222f2){#f2}

![Neandertal/human divergence estimated from sequences of increasing length and score filtering. (**A**) Sequences in each length bin were used to calculate human/Neandertal divergence, given as the percentage of the human lineage back to the human/chimpanzee common ancestor in which the Neandertal sequences diverged. Sequences were filtered for uniqueness in the human and chimpanzee genomes by comparing the best alignment score to the second best score. In red are sequences whose best alignments are at least 1-bit better than the second best, in green with a difference of 5 bits or more. Bars show the 95% confidence interval from 1000 bootstrap replicates of the sequences in each bin. (**B**) Percentage of the sequences in each bin removed when increasing the alignment score filter from 1 to 5 bits. Shorter sequences are more likely to be removed by stricter filtering as they carry less information to place them uniquely in the human and chimpanzee genomes.](emboj2009222f3){#f3}

![Fraction of human polymorphic positions carrying derived alleles in Neandertal and human DNA sequences. (**A**) Neandertal sequences of increasing length that overlap human polymorphic positions were assessed for having the derived or ancestral (chimpanzee-like) allele. Blue points are for Neandertal data, red points for the corresponding sequences in the human reference genome (hg18). (**B**) Sequences of length 60--78 nucleotides were split in half and re-analysed ('30--39\'). Derived alleles are preferentially lost when fragments size is reduced.](emboj2009222f4){#f4}
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MtDNA contamination and mtDNA to nuclear DNA ratios in some DNA extracts and sequencing libraries used to study the Neandertal genome
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  E                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                100   1   1.0% (0.0--5.4%)                                              
  F                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                174   8   4.4% (1.9--8.5%)                                              
  Six extracts of Neandertal bone Vindija Vi33.16 (A--F) were prepared and analysed with respect to mtDNA contamination using PCR. N and H refer to Neandertal- and current human-like clones of mtDNA amplification products, respectively. These extracts were used to construct libraries used for sequencing. Library A.1 was constructed outside the clean room facility using standard 454 sequencing adapters and is published in [@b10]. The other libraries were constructed in the clean room using tagged adapters. Library designations refer to the extracts used to construct them. N and H refer to Neandertal- and current human-like mtDNA fragments, respectively. For each library the mtDNA to nuclear DNA ratios are given. For contamination estimates, 95% confidence intervals are given in parentheses.                                                                          
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